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best possible feel for what is going on in
the wider market.
Naturally, we maintain close relationships

products for Boarding and Hull Access as

with our customers and carefully monitor

well as important developments in our

market developments throughout the

range of Entrances, including versatile

year. But nothing beats the walk and talk

options for windbreakers that enable the

on the docks at MYS and in the halls of

outdoor-indoor transition to be easily and

the more technically orientated METS.

comfortable adjusted to the weather.

Meeting so many industry professionals,

Our focus on carbon composite

potential clients and influencers over such

technology is developing rapidly alongside

a short time frame is an intense reality

the growth in volume, scale and technical

test with its own unique challenges:

complexity of the superyacht rigs we

How do we fit into the market? Are we

build. We are extending this expertise

making the best use of our strengths? Are

into other composite products: first with

we focused on the right opportunities?

our new line of composite hatches, and
then through the supply of composite

Our presence at these events is

parts for the superyacht industry as a

not so much about selling products

whole.

as about learning how best we can
develop our strategy in support of

Our active involvement on the regatta

superyacht designers and builders. We

circuit gave us the insights and

want to know about the design and

motivation to develop the current “best

engineering challenges represented by

in the market” Rondal Furling Reef Boom.

the latest generation of masterpieces for

With no room for complacency at Rondal,

demanding owners – challenges that we

the MKIII version is solidly underway to

can help to meet with innovative technical

meet the demands of higher loads, while

solutions and specialist hardware. We

incorporating advanced technology to

see our role here as a partner in business

further enhance operational efficiency. All

rather than a supplier of parts.

focused on the ever-growing desire for
optimum performance on the race course.

To complement our long-term track
record in the sailing yacht sector, we are

Please look us up for a “heads-up” on

now progressing successfully in support

where we are and where we are headed.

of the motor yacht sector. This year’s
trade shows will see the introduction
of a new line of Rondal motoryacht

Paul Dielemans
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New products for
Boarding and Hull Access
Having supplied our first Rondal exterior

As a result, Rondal is pleased to

sliding door to a motor yacht in 2005,

announce the addition of not one, but

the time is right for further expansion

two, new product groups to its motor

of our motor yacht product range – the

yacht product range and welcomes

aim being to offer yards a much more

enquiries from superyacht yards for all

comprehensive package. Rather than

boarding and hull access equipment.

start with the assumption that we at

Whether semi- or full custom, Rondal

Rondal would produce the new products

now has the expertise and capability to

ourselves, we determined to identify

advise on the right solution as well as to

an industry partner with the right level

provide the best product for an enlarged

of experience, quality and expertise

product range that includes gangways

for successful cooperation. A rigorous

and ladders, hull doors, platforms and

exploration of the market, followed by

hatches.

Key Features
Gangways & Ladders
»» Free-float functions
»» Heavy duty design with high
stability

»» Foldable system without thresholds
»» Watertight housing
»» Illuminated walk path
»» Self-aligning steps.

in-depth individual consultations, has
led to an agreement with a well-known

For more information please visit our

company within the superyacht industry.

stand at the Monaco Yacht Show!

Hull Doors & Platforms
»» Wave compensation
»» Concealed hinges
»» Heavy duty design
»» Completely flush with hull
»» Wide range of options including
integrated swim ladders and fender
systems

»» Turn-key solutions

2
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Developments
The composite
hatch reinvented
Decades of successful and
innovative aluminum hatch
production have earned Rondal
the position of unrivalled marked
leader in this product category
and set the standards for the
competition.
However, a specific request to reproduce
all the merits of Rondal aluminium
hatches in carbon composite set
us an interesting challenge. Such
a project would normally be set in
motion internally and then follow
well-established and rigorous internal

E-Winch/Feeder

Rondal goes ‘E’
After a year of extensive design, engineering and testing,
Rondal is ready to go electric.
Rondal’s innovation and development

The design, dimensions and range of

team have set up and completed

the new electric version are all broadly

an ambitious project to create an

similar to those of the hydraulic version.

electric version of the well-known and

In order to be able to go all-electric,

thoroughly proven hydraulic captive

Rondal has also converted its feeders

winch.

from hydraulic to electric. The electric

Following a rigorous testing programme,

feeders are available in all the same

robust and reliable performance is

configurations as the hydraulic version

assured, and the electric captive is

and will be powered by a 380AC motor.

ready for production.

The E-captive winch is powered by
700V DC.

procedures before the team was ready
to present the results to the market. In
this case the timelines and brief dictated
a different approach which required
the application of a good deal of effort
to meet the objectives by way of a
re-design of the existing carbon fibre
hatch.
These objectives included: the
maintenance of Rondal’s respected
quality standards, easy installation for
the boat builder, modern and smart
design, and – last but not least – to
drive down the price of custom carbon
products such as this.
The achievement of these objectives
resulted in orders from two major
composite boat builders, Vitters and
Baltic Yachts. Each ordered the full
deck hatch and skylight package in a
composite / glass laminate. Later on,
a full composite hatch package was
ordered for the all-composite S&S
designed sloop under construction at
Royal Huisman.

3
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Spars & Rigging
Centre stage
for 35m+

Performance boom MKIII

Improving on excellence

2015 has already proven to be an
interesting and busy year for the
Rondal spar division.
An important order recently received
has been to provide the spars and
rig for the 56m Performance Ketch
currently under construction at Royal
Huisman. Earlier in the year, Rondal
was delighted to be tasked with the
production of the spars and rigging for
the world’s largest carbon fibre sloop,
the Baltic 175, under construction at
Baltic Yachts. Both projects are due to
be launched in 2017.

Our original concept for a boom furling system using an outhaul car to
provide foot tensioning for both full and reefed mainsail positions was

The list of mast projects delivered in
2015 is a useful indication of Rondal’s
standing in this specialist sector.
At the beginning of the year, the
Dykstra designed 37m classic sloop
was launched. Rondal provided a full
carbon mast and furling boom package
for the project, built at Royal Huisman.
In the spring, two 62m masts left our
production shed for two 43m Frersdesigned sloops.
The production sheds remain highly
active: We are currently finishing off
the rigging package for the 46m Tripp
Design project under construction
at Holland Jachtbouw and due to be
launched this autumn. We have also
commenced production of the mast for
the 58m Dubois-designed sloop Ngoni,
under construction at Royal Huisman.
Taking together new orders, recent
deliveries and packages in-build,
Rondal’s leadership in projects of
35m+ is now recognized to be well
established.

met with immediate approval by performance-orientated owners.
Today’s MKIII development offers all
the benefits of its predecessors but

mast as possible

deeper reefs and, most importantly,

»» Manual backup
»» Style to Order: Rondal determines

there is no need to interfere with the

the size of the technical box and

integrity of the leech of the sail at clew

gives the owner / naval architect

and reef points. The MKIII version

the freedom to shape the outer

ensures an undisturbed mainsail

shell (within technical limitations)

leech, sleeker design of the outhaul

in harmony with the overall design

car, easier control and less wear to the

aesthetic.

is also able to deal with higher loads,

mainsail.

The new MKIII performance
Other benefits include:

»» Controllable mainsail foot tension,
even in reefed positions

»» No distortion of mainsail leech load
line

»» No guide arms required so no chafe
on the sail

»» No load on the mandrel at either full
main or reefed positions, resulting in
a more stable and powerful mainsail.

»» Hydraulic motor installed inside the
mandrel at the forward end of the
boom

»» Open forward boom end allows the
4

mainsail luff to be as close to the

boom will make its first
appearance in Spring 2017 for the
Baltic 175, immediately followed
by booms for the Dubois 58m
sloop and the 56m Dykstra Naval
Architects ketch.
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The Superyacht Cup Palma

Rondal salutes Marie

Facts
Royal Huisman project 395
Type 37m/123 ft Classic Sloop
Naval architect Dykstra Naval Architects
Sail maker North Sails
Spars and rig Rondal/Reckmann
Mast
Carbon mast LOA: 48.9m; One-piece
construction from Hybrid Carbon prepreg;
Section 620mm x 345mm, tapering over
top 9.5m; All carbon fittings; Spreaders
swept back 17.5 degrees; Germanischer
Lloyd’s A0 design approval.
Boom
Rollaway system with outhaul cylinder;
Reckmann hydraulic mandrel furler
incorporated; Style to order boom LOA:
14.3m with stainless steel anti-chafe strips.

From 17 -20 June this year the Bay of Palma once again provided
a magnificent backdrop for The Superyacht Cup Palma, the longest
running superyacht regatta in Europe. Consistently attracting the most
prestigious sailing yachts from all over the world, it is a favorite with
yacht owners, friends, captains and crew who visit Palma de Mallorca
annually for the 4 day regatta.
With some seriously competitive

podium place as Overall Winner of The

superyachts and crews out on the

Superyacht Cup 2015.

race course, the racing was going to
be tough and tight. Yachts such as

According to captain Wes Cooper, the

the high-calibre Visione, for example,

timing for such a big win could not

equipped with a Rondal performance

have been better. Having regularly

slab reef furling boom, not as young as

participated in five regattas annually,

most of her rivals, but still the boat to

the mighty Marie will probably retire

beat; the fully optimized Open Season

from the racing scene after a final

– fresh from winning both the Menorca

appearance at St. Barths Bucket in

Maxi and the Gaastra Palma Vela, was

2016. Good to go out on a high!

another hard act to follow.
The 55m Vitters-built Marie, equipped
with Rondal captive winches, feeders,
deck equipment and hatches, put up
a powerhouse performance to fight
off unrelenting challenges from the
prowling 46m Ganesha and the 45m
Saudade. Both pushed to the limit
to hunt her down. On the final race
Marie got off to a dynamite start and
managed to sail in clean air all day to
secure her third bullet thus sealing not
only victory in Class A but top

Standing rigging
BSI standing rod rigging; Carbo-Link carbon
fibre outer and inner forestay;
Reckmann furlers: blade and staysail;
RF90 with carbon foils.
Tender pole
Tender lift pole, standard modulus carbon
fiber prepreg; SWL 1200 kg
Mast jack
150 tons mast jack

Royal Huisman project 393
Type 43.5m/143ft Luxury Sloop Naval
architect Germán Frers Naval Architecture
Sail maker North Sails
Spars and rig Rondal/ Reckmann
Winches Rondal (captive) / Lewmar
(drum)
Hatches Rondal
Mast
Carbon mast LOA 50.2m; One-piece
construction from Hybrid Carbon prepreg;
Section 725 mm x 325 mm, tapering over
top 8.0m; All carbon fittings; Spreaders:
closed type, swept back 22 degrees;
Germanischer Lloyd’s A0 design approval.
Boom
Rondal Rollaway system with outhaul
cylinder; Reckmann hydraulic mandrel
furler incorporated; Style to order boom
LOA: 18.2m.
Standing rigging
BSI standing rod rigging; Carbo-Link carbon
fibre outer and inner forestay; Reckmann
furlers: blade and staysail RF90 with carbon
foils.
Mast jack
Rondal mast jack Type MJ 250,
stroke 145 mm.
5
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Project Updates

Hatches & Windbreakers
Listed below are some of the highlights currently on order, some now completed and ready for
installation, some still in production. The diversity of these orders underlines Rondal’s flexibility
to meet the widest variety of often complex custom projects.
In responding to enquiries for new custom projects, Rondal always aims to fulfil the role of
consultative partner to clients rather than just that of product supplier.

Manually operated
Carbon Fibre Sliding Hatch
Rondal is supplying a full carbon sliding
hatch for a 115’ high performance sailing
boat being built in Finland. This manually
operated sliding hatch will be installed
on the foredeck with an airseal for fully
watertight closure.

Aluminium
Exterior Sliding Doors
An undisclosed customer has
commissioned Rondal to supply and
install a number of curved aluminium
sliding doors for a prestigious 96m
yacht that is sure to attract a lot of
attention when handed over to the owner.
The Rondal team is very proud of its
contribution to this project and will be
installing the first of the sliding doors in
January 2016.

Electrically and Manually
operated Windbreaker Doors
Rondal is proud to be listed as a supply
partner by Lürssen. We are currently
building both electrically-driven and
manual operated windbreaker doors.
They will be delivered and installed in
November 2015.

6
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Electrically operated
Curved Sliding Hatch
We have also have received an order
from Lürssen for a fully electric curved
sliding hatch, to be installed on the roof
deck of the project.

Electric curved
Companionway Entrances
Rondal is supplying electrically-driven
L-shaped Companion Way Entrances for
two Carbon Fibre sailing boats, designed
by McKeon and built by Vitters. The
hatches are custom-engineered and built
by Rondal engineers to suit the limited
built-in heights above the deck-head.

Electric L-Shaped
Sliding Hatch
The Rondal team is currently preparing
the installation of an L-shaped Sliding
Hatch on the bridge deck of a sailing
yacht in build at Oceanco. This
aluminium hatch is electrically-driven
and incorporates a range of interesting
electrical features.

Electrically operated
Composite Companionway
Entrance
Rondal is developing a sophisticated
companionway entrance. The challenges
that had to be met included the
accommodation of specific dimensions for
access within the confines of restricted
space for operational systems. Rondal
was able to provide the answers.

7
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Rondal is very proud to
announce that Oyster Yachts
have chosen Rondal carbon
composite flush hatches
for their new 118’ flagship
superyacht.

Events Calendar
As usual, the Rondal team will have an active presence at many of the major
events.

Loro Piana Superyacht Regatta

optimise the clean, “fully

Fort Lauderdale
International Boat Show

flush” deck design of this

November 5-9, 2015

June 7-11, 2016

METS

The Superyacht Cup Palma

November 17-19, 2015

June 22-25, 2016

Concealed hinges will

stunning yacht, the result of
cooperation between Oyster
Yachts and the design team at
Humphrey Yacht Design.

Porto Cervo Sardinia

With the yacht’s launch

Loro Piana Caribbean Superyacht
Regatta and Rendez Vous

scheduled for December 2017,

March 9-12, 2016

we are looking forward to be
an Oyster supply partners

St. Barths Bucket Regatta

once again!

March 17-20, 2016

Monaco Yacht Show
September 28 - October 1, 2016

Rondal BV

P +31 (0)527 243500

Flevoweg 1d

E info@rondal.com

8325 PA Vollenhove
The Netherlands
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Newport Bucket Regatta
August 26-28, 2016

www.rondal.com

